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these cookies enable the website to provide enhanced
functionality and personalisation. they may be set by
us or by third party providers whose services we have
added to our pages. if you do not allow these cookies,
then some or all of these services may not function
properly. youtube vimeo google maps social sharing
widgets: instagram, pinterest, addthis, sharethis,
twitter, linkedin this is where you will feel the spirit of
“hunan 吳家热”. but, if you dont have an igo maps, you
will be disappointed. otherwise, you can download
map for guangzhou on demand from the igo map
center. you can download the map for guangzhou and
other cities in china for free online. the map for
guangzhou is already provided for you on your device.
all you have to do is click your way to your destination
safely. we also use different external services like
google webfonts, google maps, and external video
providers. since these providers may collect personal
data like your ip address we allow you to block them
here. please be aware that this might heavily reduce
the functionality and appearance of our site. changes
will take effect once you reload the page. the default
is to download a map in a format that your gps will
understand. not all gps devices can handle every map
format. if your device can handle a specific map, the
map will download in its native format. if your device
cannot read a specific map format, the map will
download in a format that your device can read. when
you turn on your device, you will need to select what
maps to download. most devices come with a list of
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pre-loaded map data. you can view this list by
selecting 'settings > maps > download maps'. select
which maps you want to download by selecting from
the list of available maps, and the maps app will start
downloading them. for more information on how to set
up your device, see the help menu in your maps app
or by selecting 'help > about > help center'.
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